TITLE: Creating art tiles for Safe Houses

STAFF PARTNER: Bruna Srb

LOCATION: At your own remote location

TIME: Variable

COMMITMENT: Occasional

PURPOSE: Provide encouraging artwork for Safe House clients

DESCRIPTION: Looking for volunteers or groups who enjoy crafting and painting. The volunteer will create small canvas panels with encouraging words and/or quotes. These panels will then be placed on a designated wall in our Safe Houses to encourage and motivate our clients.

Volunteer will be required to provide their own supplies which include the following:

- White blank 6x8” canvas panel
- Acrylic paints and brushes for background color
- Markers

Supplies can be purchased at various craft stores such as Michaels, Hobby Lobby or on-line at Discount School Supply or Amazon. List of encouraging words will be provided to volunteers.

THIS MIGHT BE A GOOD FIT FOR YOU IF:

If you a creative type who loves to craft and paint, this is an exciting opportunity for you to demonstrate those creative talents while providing encouragement to our clients.